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FOREWORD 

 
Project “Inclusive Preschool for Kid - Visual, Auditory and 

Kinesthetic Learners” gathered four preschools from Latvia, Romania, 

Estonia and Turkey for seeking learning methodologies that lead to 

individualized learning for 21st century preschooler. Learning can not 

be only identified with curricula or preschool learning activities – 

learning as process can successfully implemented in any life situation 

therefore significant role in learning ability development has family. 

Parent’s handbook is designated for those parents who want to 

support their children in first attempts to learning. It gives vision of 21st 

century education content, different individual learning methods and 

suggestions for effective learning according individual learning style. 

Parents from partnercoutries have realized several learning activities at 

home environment and present step-by-stem STEM learning activities 

that can be realized at home.  
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LEARNING AS 21ST CENTURY CHALLENGE 
 

“Education is not the learning of facts,  

but that training of the mind to think.” 

Albert Einstein 

Preschools, development centres, primary schools – each of 

these instutions have met great challenge during past 20 years. If you 

try to find the answer why this challenge becomes important if 

compared with times when scool was attended by you – there will not 

be certain answer. Most of pedagogues will say – the nowadays child 

has changes and these changes directly influence his needs and 

motivation in learning. Some will also point the environmental and 

social changes that affect psychological development. Unfortunately 

these global changes changes children more than we – adults – expected 

and this leads to fact – probably we will seek for new methods and 

learning tools more by intuition than by knowledge. 

 Still it is very important that role of education has significantly 

risen during past years. If 20 years ago education was relationship 

between class and pedagogue, then now we consider education to be 

more individual one – it involves direct work between child and a 

pedagogue. Individual learning approach is the method which respects 

the needs of child in learning process. Unfortunately it is impossible to 
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provide individual work in school environment of 20 – 30 children in 

group and therefore pedagoges seek for best practices and know-how. 

The curricula foresees in Europe lot of skills and abilities that 

children should gain before attending primary school. This diversity 

often makes society confused and it is important to remerber – learning 

should be natural need expressed by child and his own intiative. If it can 

be observed that preschool age child does not want to learn it means 

that something in learning process is not organized within needs of this 

child and it has no relation to child’s motivation.  

Learning through child realized actions means that learning 

process include at least three core competencies – observation as primar 

action, exploring as learning by doing action and presentation of result 

children has reached as feed-back process of previous actions. 

Observation is action that includes not only passive visual contact but 

also discussion regarding “status quo”. Every learning process starts 

with evaluation of process and understaning what we are learning about. 

Sometimes there are not set aim’s of learning action and usually it 

seems for adults as waste of time but it is necessary that every learning 

activitity in early life is giving content to “blank spot” of knowledge of 

child. If this first rule of learning – setting aim – is missed usually it 

confuses child because at final stage he can’t evaluate if the learning 

result is reached. So each observing action starts with determing what 
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we are going to learn, what are objects we gonna use in learning and 

what is environment we will learn in. 

 

 

Exploring and learning motivation are core competencies that 

lead to development of critical thinking and through-composed skills. 

Early age is one of pure exploring skills development period that starts 

with pshychological development of child – when he tries to touch 

objects, to understand world through eating everything and therefore it 

is important to raise the exploring level within the development of 

child. Exploring in early age usually meand the same as learning by 

doing and doing several times one actions that leads to different results. 

Exploring requests a lot of individual work and self-motivation 

OBSERVE

EXPLOREEVALUATE
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especially at school age therefore if it is natural part of early learning 

process it gives sustainable result for further needed skills at school. 

Evaluation of feed-back usually is forgotten part in learning 

process, especially at early age but it is crucial to undestand – if child 

has gained the results that were planned within realized activity, if the 

content in learning activity suites to his needs and knowledge and how 

to continue development of certain learning content. 

21st century challenge is to identify what needs will have the 

generation that we do understant by know and can’t predict what they 

will do in their life. Therefore one of critical issues in education is 

setting it according to values and different countries have significant 

differences in this value chain. For example which one is more current 

value – individual competitiveness or common group achievements? 

Answers to these issues are seeking all the countries in Europe and still 

there are great differences in Scandinavia and South Europe. 

Researchers and educators are realizing and trying to find what 

are the future competence and skills that will need todays kids. 
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21st CENTURY COMPETENCES AND EDUCATION 

CONTENT RELATIONS 

 

Creativity is a core competence of 21st century human. It does 

not always demand century importance inventions or huge reforms, but 

usually this competence allows moving forward for greater 

opportunities and welfare in society step by step. Creativity is 

significant in labour market because creative solutions develops 

products and services to whole society. If analyzed creativity could be 

identified as brainwork, aquirements and habits complex important for 

generation of new ideas and content.  

Digital Comptence in 21st century already means a bit more 

than just using ICT tools in human’s daily life. In process where 

socializing is rapidly developed in digital environment requests 

• Culture Sciences

Creativity

• Technology and Media Sciences

Digital Competence

• STEM

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

• Languages

Communication

• Social Sciences

Entrepreneurship and Leadership

• Social Sciences 

Cooperation and Participation
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competence in smart use of digital environement and media as sources 

of information. Digital Competence is crucial also for development of 

other comeptences – communication (learning languages), physical 

(monitoring trainings, results), etc.  In 2014 research about digital 

inclusion and practice in European Union has identified that 47% of EU 

citizens do not have sufficient digital competence and that means that 

tehnology rapid development will request more content and digital 

skills in learning process. During next few years digital competence 

may include such skills like information analysis, communication, and 

development of content, security and problem solving. 

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving is humand ability to 

make decisions based on arguments and knowledge. In 20th century the 

main dominance of education was set for content learning. The amount 

of this content increases with each year and there is necessary to decide 

if a child in nowadays current situation should know everything in 

world or be capable to find information and be ready to use skills for 

using information in decision making process. Probably this will lead 

that after 20 years we will not talk about theorem proving but child will 

be able by intuition discover how much color is needed to color 5 

sq.meter large wall decoration.  Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 

is aimed to decrease abstract knowledge to smart use of knowledge.  

Communication is important value that has been developed in 

European Union for more than 40 years. It can be observed as equal 
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language role for whole European Union as well as migration result 

when there are multiple nationalities in our schools. While European 

Union puts efforts into integration of Muslim nationalities and 

development of communication amoung these two sides raises also 

importance in communication in Slavonic and Asiatic languages.   

Entrepreneurship and Leadership are crucial competencies in 

21st century, especially in Easter and Southern Europe where 

development of these skills demands also ruining of past impact of 

command economics. If child has leadership competence he can lead 

individual as well as group development and these skills are drivers for 

society welfare. Competencies are also related to decision making and 

capacity to take responsibility.  

Cooperation and Participation has significant role in creation 

of belonging to society and willingness to be in society. Qualitative 

participation decreases radicalization in society and socially caused 

isolation among new generation. The school is not only a place of 

learning content – it is also possibility to develop inclusive society as a 

minor society model. Participation allows to strenghten civil society 

values and leads to common decision making process.  

Above mentioned competencies are well known in society but 

until past decade were more identified with adults society and target 

oriented programs in development of these competencies in narrow 
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based groups of society. Settlement of learning process and content 

based in these competencies in schools needs to reorganize formal 

school life and transforms school as traditional content oriented 

institution to skills and knowledge institutions. This has been well done 

in vocational schools as these schools are mainly related to labour 

market. Implementation of new content and learning process in 

preschools and primary schools can be realized only if stakeholders 

fullfill the schools environement with common cooperation. 

Competencies based education is the proposition that can be 

implemented by society based on current schools network. It demands 

lot of efforts by organization infrastrucure available for multi-

diciplinary learning process. Usually it means that every group or class 

room is equiped with furniture easy adaptable for individual as well as 

group learning. But it is also necessary to provide suitable use of 

learning ICT tools, especially to compensate the needs of those learners 

that needs more assistance through audio content (like dyslexia 

learners).  

Core stakeholders in comeptencies based learning are the 

pedagogues. If learning is organized like in preschools based on 

multidisciplinary learning (not subjects) pedagogues needs common 

collaboration to gain the content from multiple perspectives. It has been 

proven that early maths and logical competence brings better literacy 
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skills therefore grouping sciences or learning fields has no barriers – 

only proffesssional challenges.  

Child’s education needs raise not only on his perception type 

(visual, audial or kineshetic) but also on his learning preferences 

(silence / music, elektronic visualistion / static visualisation). Even 

more – finding appropriate learning process for each kid not only 

benefits into individual achievements but also raises the common group 

success because of differenciation and developing skills of all learners. 

Finally significant role of competencies based education have 

parents. When child attends preschools first time ever, parents are 

suggested to give as much possible information about their child (fears, 

preferences, behaviour). Unfortunately very often in further learning 

process we forget that feedback from parents can be good base for early 

learning disabilities or difficulties testing or monitoring. Collaboration 

among parents and school usually allows to monitor satisfaction of 

learners in longer period and be evaluation scale for school. This 

collaboration also allows to strenghten parent’s role in value-based 

learning process, because all of competencies are based in society 

current value system and it is impossible to maintain two value systems 

– one within school and second related to family. 
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Components of Competence Based Education 

 

  

Schools Infrastructure 
Pedagogues Proffesional 

Qualification

Parent's Involvement in 
Individual Support

Child Educational Needs

Competencies 
Based Education
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EDUCATION AT EARLY AGE WITH PARENTS 
 

Voroņenko Liene 

“Parents should always remember that they are not pedagogues 

but educators and leading persons at their child’s life, because too 

much pedagogues in child life leads to life without supportive  leaders” 

– oncemore said well known psychologist which we have worked 

together for long period. Easy to say – not so easy to remember daily. 

The experience in pedagogy shows that more significant impact to 

learning skills has parent’s behaviour and not well prepared and 

planned learning activities because child in early age usually copies 

their parents. I have found that day at science park with children makes 

their motivation and willingness for exploring more natural than well 

structured learning task activities therefore I have set some rules for 

learning at home with children. 

RULE 1. LEARNING IS FUN. Together with children we 

learn and do activities only if we have appropriate time and motivation 

for it. We do not set certain aims or time schedules because there is 

always gap for imagination or not following rules or previously set 

frame. It is important to get positive emotions through activities to be 

motivated for learning at home in general. Even if children through 

learning process do not get the planned results and want to play during 

it – I always allow it them because we never know where these 
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activities will lead each of us. It demands respect to children needs and 

patience but I have found that short learning activities with positive 

background leads more erudition and knowledge then simple learning 

of letters with curricula. Finally we always follow one rule – we do not 

learn if we are sad, upset or not willing to do it. 

RULE 2. LEARNING NEEDS ORGANISATION AND 

SPACE. It is not easy to organize environemt where it is easy to learn 

therefore we have set that learning can be realized everywhere at home 

but child has certain tools that are always organized and collected in 

one place – pencils, STEM1 tools, scissors, paper. Such attitude allows 

to group toy things from learning tools which is important to keep child 

organized. Early age demands systematic approaches, creations of 

traditions and small steps forward well based learning gives appropriate 

self-confidence to parent and child. We have a child’s table, tool box 

and chairs for learning activities witch needs handicrafts or table work 

and if child wants he can also do his proffered learning activities in 

environment that he has organized within his preferences.  

RULE 3. LEARNING NEEDS TIME. Usually at preschools it 

is well known that for early age the learning activities should not 

exceed 20 minutes, for 5 – 7 years old kids – 40 minutes. We never 

learn at home with these rules. We try to discuss what we will be doing 

and then allow the process to go ahead. Allow your child to do activities 

                                                           
1 Science – Technology – Engineering - Maths 
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by himself and try to support him only in cases it is necessary, because 

our experience of course shows the potential mistakes or 

misunderstanding prior but all the work done by parent never allows to 

grow skills of child. During learning activities I try to find my calm 

nature and to observe my kids and their actions. This allows me to find 

out what new skills, knowledge or imagination thay have gained.  

 RULE 4. BE CAREFULL TO ENVIRONMENT. This is one 

of my favourite rules. It means that what ever we learn nobody will be 

harmed by our acitivities. If we explore bugs, we always let them alive 

in yeard; we pick only leaves on ground for observations etc. Why – I 

think we manage to understant sustainability and importance of our 

actions to others. After implementation of this rule children become 

more independent and sometimes even pick the mess after their learning 

process. But the most important thing – they act as responsible adults in 

charge of environment. 

 RULE 5. RULES ARE LIMITED. This is most important rule 

not for my kids, but for parents, because too much rules always stricts 

children imagination, motivation and willingness to participate. Few 

years ago I had one more rule – everything should be done carefully and 

tidy. Then I understood that creativity is more valuable than any clean 

table and set this rule for me. My very good friend – psychologist – tells 

– the only rule is not to harm child himself and I find this rule also very 

good because our experiences raises only by our experience. Nobody 
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has said that learning will succeed in first attempt, therefore – I you 

accept that there will be mistakes and process will not always be 

realized in way you have immagined – it is easy to learn together with 

child.  
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VAK CONCEPT AS CHILD’S NEEDS ORIENTED 

LEARNING APPROACH 
 

“We should spend less time ranking children and more time 

helping them to identify their natural competencies and gifts and 

cultivate these. There are hundreds and hundreds of ways to succeed 

and many, many different abilities that will help you get there.” 

Howard Gardner 

For decades pedagogy and education leaders have been seeking 

for strategies how learning process can be developed to reach the 

maximum results. In 21st century there are no more discussions about 

what is the level of maximum results – individualized learning 

approaches provides answer that there is no common level of maximum 

resultiveness – everything should be measured based on individuals 

achievements. There is an appropriate time to change even pedagogues 

attitute to evaluation moving it from standatized evaluation scale to 

evaluation of individual achievements and implementing feed back to 

learners. 

If evaluation can be reformed, is it appropriate time for 

implementation of individualized learning if learners groups in 

preschools and primary schools varies amond 10 to 32 children in 
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group? VAK2 concept is widely known in world as one of tools for 

adapting content to natural perception type of human but individualized 

learning theories have even much longer history. 

Very well known Montessori Method of education, developed 

by Dr. Maria Montessori un Italy, has now more than 100 years old 

history. The target learners of Montessori were learners with special 

needs or learning disabilities and individualized appoach by creating 

learning materials adapted to their needs allowed them to be successful 

in state exams. Montessori Method of education brings into pedagogy 

proved results that supprotive and thoughfully prepared learning 

environment results into learning environment that is adapted to 

learners, not educators expectations or needs. There are certain 

principles within this method that is adapted also nowadays in 

preschools and some of them are: 

- Mixed age learners groups because physical age not always 

correctly shows the skills and learning needs of learners and 

different age learners benefit from each other; 

- Learner makes his own choise of a learning activity from 

prescribed range; 

- Freedom of moving in learning environment; 

- Educator supports learning process, but does not learns 

instead of child; 

                                                           
2 Visual – Audial - Kinesthetic 
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- Learning materials are designed for discovering, not by 

giving direct instructions. 

20th century in pedagogy also brings Rudolf Steiner educational 

philosophy known as Waldorf education.This approach emphasizes 

integrated learning including intellectual, practical and artistic 

development of learner. Priority of early childhood education is focus 

on hands-on activities (nowadays more commonly known as small 

motoric) and creative playing. Early learning in Waldorf education is 

based on organization of learning environment that is related to natural 

interest of child. Activities are based on learning values, but learning 

day includes multiple actions – artistic work, cirkle time, outdoor 

activities, practical tasks etc.  

Reggio Emilia pedagogical approach, also developed in Italy 

after World War II, is known by it attempts for individualized and 

learner-centred educational philosophy for early age learners. This 

approach is targeted more on social needs of learner and values – 

respect, responsibility and society and uses exploration and discovery 

actions within learners-based curricula. Some of basic principles in 

Reggio Emilia pedagogical approach are: 

- Learners should have multiple opportunities to express 

themselves; 

- Learners should be supervised during their learning; 
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- Learners should learn through touching, moving, listening 

and observing; 

- Learners needs to be in relationship with other children and 

materials all aroung them. 

VAK concept can not be observed without Howward Gardner 

theory of multiple intelligencies (1983). Gardner has also expressed that 

his theory is not related to learning styles, but types or modalities of 

intelligence.  

 

Howard Gardner in further researches also advises to label 

learners according specific intelligence with clarification that 

“intelligence is a biopsychological potential to process information that 

Naturalistic

Musical -
rhythmic

Visual - spatial

Verbal-
linguistic

Logical-
mathematical

Bodily-
kinesthetic

Interpersonal / 
Intrapersonal
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can be activated in a cultural setting to solve problems or create 

products that are of value in a culture”. 

VAK concept (also known as learning modalities) has been 

developed by Walter Burke Barbe (born in1926, United States) and 

states that there are three learning modalities. 

 

Each of modalities represents the learning tools and materials 

that suites to individual perception type. Barbe researches prove that 

learning modalities can be observed in dominating position or im mixed 

combination and the most frequent is visual or mixed learning 

modalities. For early learners modalities can change within an age and 

in later future most of modalities become integrated.  

  

Visualising 
Modality

Auditory 
Modality 

Kinetheric 
Modality
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Learning Tools and Materials in VAK concept

 

 Barbe also points that learning modality does not equals to 

learning preference or persons modality preference not always is the 

same that empirically measured modality strenght therefore before 

identification of learning modality it is necessary to use testing tools. 

VAK concept has not been scientifically proved but it shows clear 

differenciation in learning process and it’s success as learning strategy 

is based on multidisciplinary learning strategy which respects natural 

perception of human. 

 In later researches Neil Fleming expanded classic VAK learning 

model to VARK model which includes also reading-writing learning 

modality. Fleming stated that visual modality differs and there are types 

of visual learners who preference seeing words and symbols instead of 

charts, graphs and pictures. During VAK concept implementation in 

preschools investications show that Reading-Writing modality has lost 

Visual Picture Shape Sculpture Paintings

Kinesthetic Gestures
Body 

movements
Object 

manipulation
Positioning

Auditory Listening Rhytms Tone Chants
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it’s previous importance because 21st century kids mostly use 

information channels that are digital. There are not set significant 

evidences that information channel prioritiziation to digital ones 

definetly leads to lack of literacy skills because more impact have 

learning difficulties or disabilities, especially dyslexia and dysgraphia. 

Fleming also relates that kinesthetic modality may be considered as 

tactile. If tactile modality refers to different skills especially 

differentiation of surfaces and materials investigations shows that smart 

technology implementation into society life decrease children tactile 

skills and experience because ICT tools more often use touch screean 

glass surface. 

 Preschooler’s age is significant for development of basic skills 

and therefore using VAK concept allows gaining the knowledge less 

abstract. Two of these basic skills are literacy and Maths and each 

learning style has different approaches to lead for better achievements. 

There are shown the most effective alternatives that can be used for 

different learning styles.  
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 Literacy Skills Maths Skills 

Visualists Jigsaws 

Word matching 

puzzles 

Literacy programs 

in media 

Colourful books  

Count and colour 

shapes 

Numbers in 

surrounding 

environment 

Jigsaws 

Audialists Letter sounds from 

music and rhymes 

Talks about stories 

and content 

Alphabet songs 

Rhymes with 

numbers 

Pointing numbers 

in environment 

Description of 

shapes 

Kinesthetics Creation of letters 

from plasticine 

Letter tracks (C with 

cars) 

Drawing letters in 

airs 

Use of objects for 

counting 

Use of trays and 

sand for amount 

studies 

Use of plasticine for 

shapes  creation 
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Visual Learner 
  

Visual Learner: 

Needs visualizations as 

explanation of content 

Likes illustrations, 

diagrams, maps 

Remembers well visual 

details 

Prefers to see how things 

are made 

Confused of unplanned 

sounds 

Likes colors and marked 

content text 

Organizes their learning 

place 

Can interpret 

information through 

visual materials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to learn with visual learner? 

Allow him to draw or sketch, keep pencil 

and paper available. Sometimes have 

photographic memory. 

 

Visual learning style is the most 

widespread. A visual learner easily 

remembers information by reading and 

finds diagrams, worksheets, pictures, 

drawings, etc. useful. 
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 Audial Learner 
 

  
Audial Learner: 

Likes discussions 

Talks much and listens 

carefully 

Usually have no 

uncertainty to express 

emotions or opinion in 

public 

Have good memory 

Likes music during 

learning 

Succeed in native 

languages and foreign as 

well 

Dislike to learn or play 

in silence 

Explains activities to 

mates 

Needs verbal 

explanations from 

pedagogue 

 

 

 

 

How to learn with audial learner? 

Allow to kid read and talk – usually with 

very good literacy skills – these children 

needs to repreat, confirm, discuss content 

with adult. 

 

Auditory style is focused on easily 

remember verbal commands, 

understand things better when 

information is transmitted verbally and 

store information better when they can 

talk about a subject. 
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Kinesthetic Learner 
  

Kinesthetic Learner: 

Likes role-plays 

Prefer active games 

Likes playing during 

learning 

Can’t stay calm for long 

time 

Likes different 

materials, building, 

using IT tools 

Talks with gesture 

Physically active in 

learning and uses 

personal experience 

Remembers activities 

when was active 

Uses hands and fingers 

to touch and learn 

 

 

 

 

 

How to learn with kinesthetic learner? 

Allow him to be a equal partneri n 

learning process, repeat actions done by 

educator. They are more individual 

learner than others. 

 

Kinesthetic style is focused on the 

applied part of the information. 

Kinesthetic learners may have problems 

with theoretical memory. On the other 

hand, they can easily assimilate and store 

information by being actively involved in 

learning activities. 
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HOW VAK IS APPLIED IN PRESCHOOLS? 
 

Amossova Nadezda 

VAK concept implementation in preschools is new challenge for 

pedagogues in organizing topics to adapt play-activities for each child. 

It demands new visual materials, audial assistance and especially – 

ideas for tactile learning. Hereby is presented one play activity, 

organized in preschool Paasuke (Estonia). 

 

LEARNING ACTIVITY : 

Class: Lepatriinu 

Children´s age: 5-7 years 

Teacher: Erika Kärner 

 

TOPIC : 

DAY AND NIGHT 

Aims  

The child is aware of the reasons why day and night change.  

The child knows that the Earth, the Sun and the Moon are planets and 

are situated in outer space. 

The child is able to draw a circle with the help of aid material. 

Short summary:  

Studying pictures and books: planets, Earth´s rotation, outer space. 

Conversation on topic. Observing Earth´s rotation on a model, the 
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impact of Sun. Playing games, doing arts and crafts.  

Resources 

 pictures, a flashlight, a model of space, coloured pencils, a checker 

piece, scissors, glue, crayons, yellow paper. 

Results 

 The children really enjoyed the activities. They learned how morning, 

day, evening and night form on Earth. They were very interested in 

making their own picture of day and night. At home they discussed with 

their parents the information they learned in kindergaten and showed 

parents their pictures. This helped them to assimilate new information. 

 

 

Activity:  

Children look at photos and 

pictures of planets and outer 

space. They are exploring the 

globe.  
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Activity:  

Conversation on the topic „Why 

isn´t the sun shining all the time, 

what do people and animals do at 

daytime and nighttime“.  

Active game: Day and Night 

 

 

 

Activity: Children colour planet 

Earth and cut it out. They divide a 

white sheet of paper into two with 

a crayon and colour one half blue 

and the other black. In the middle 

of the paper they glue planet 

Earth. With the aid of a checker 

piece they draw two circles on a 

yellow paper. The circles represent 

the Sun and the Moon. They cut 

out the circles and stick them on 

the paper according to the 

knowledge they have obtained.  
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ADAPTATION OF VAK AT AGE 6 
Chirvase Daniela-Alina 

Nistor Luciana 

 

Although the game remains the main activity at this age, the 

preschooler begins to correlate with the instructive-educational tasks. 

As a result, we will assist to the complication and deepening of the 

processes of knowledge, to the change of attitude towards the 

environment, and finally to the improvement of the child's forms of 

activity. The extension of the frame of relations (with objects, with 

others, with the self) is one of the premises of the child's psychic 

development at all levels. The motor and sensory exuberance of this 

stage will naturally associate with the enrichment and flexibility of 

language, with the development of thinking, that gains consistency, 

clarity, communicability, and which is somewhat distanced from the 

affective dominant that braked it in the previous stage. 

The maturing of the preschooler's cognitive possibilities, the 

intensification and the increase of the adaptive capacities, the 

regularization of the interpersonal relational plan, make the preschooler 

at the age of 6/7 step into a new stage of his development, the schooling 

stage. Now, systematic learning activities become more and more 

frequent. The training program is denser, there are more obligatory 

activities, and the requirements are more sustained, so that the child 

becomes ready for the new responsibilities that await him. Under these 
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circumstances, his various mental capabilities undergo important 

changes. For example, perception that has long been transformed into 

observation, is practiced, becoming a skill; the language gets a more 

coherent structure than in the logical stages, becoming oriented through 

the systematization and observation of particular facts; voluntary 

attention increases its duration. The older preschooler has more strength 

and agility. He adapts easily, and he gets attached quickly. Quantitative 

sensitivity becomes twice finer in this period. If, until now, tact was 

used to discover objects, in the new stage of psychic development, it 

will be used especially to establish their meanings. The relationship 

between visual and kinesthetic sensitivity is quite well coordinated at 

this age, unlike in previous stages, the child recognizing by touch the 

objects previously perceived visually. 

At this age, the representations are intuitive, situational, being 

loaded with the concrete particularities of objects and phenomena. Their 

schematic and generalized character is prefigurated at 6/7 years. Their 

role in the child's psychic life is extremely important. They broaden the 

sphere and increase the coherence of psychic life, giving the child the 

opportunity to know the objects in their absence, too, and on the other 

hand, to update their past experience and thus integrate it in the present 

or even the future one. These are some reasons for which VAK can be 

successfully approached with older preschoolers. Based on the learning 

style of each child, on the dominant one, the educator or even the parent 

can create and implement interesting, innovative activities that 
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contribute to the development of the psychic processes, to the 

assimilation of those knowledge and abilities needed by each 

individual. 

Where does the rain come from? Why do the leaves fall? How 

are chickens born? What happens to the caterpillar? How are the stars 

hanging on the sky? and so on. The children are curious in nature. They 

want to know all sorts of things. They use all their senses to learn, and 

this experience is irreplaceable. The way small children investigate is, 

in essence, truly a scientific activity. 

Much of the scientific activity in the classroom must be 

generated from the children's questions. An intelligent teacher is the one 

who listens to the children and answers, first of all, to their questions. 

They must be helped to look for similarities, differences, causes and 

effects. They have to use all their senses to learn, and they also have to 

acquire, actively participate in experiments, manipulate materials, try to 

produce an event, talk about what is happening, while it is happening . 

It is good to have in the classroom a corner for science where the child 

will find the materials necessary for any "experiment". Thus, we can 

have various materials with which the child will come into visual, 

auditory and kinesthetic contact: sponge, glass, wet newspaper, notice 

board, weighing scale, aquarium, terrarium, magnifying glass, tray etc. 

It is very interesting to look at how a seed sprouts  and how the stem 

grows. To accomplish this, we can put a sponge inside a glass jar or in a 

glass. The sponge must press well the walls of the jar. Place the seeds 
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inside, on the edges, between the sponge and the glass. We pour a small 

amount of water into the area between the glass and sponge and we 

place the glass in a lighted place. After about a week, depending on the 

type of seed, roots begin to appear. 

In order to develop the touch-kinesthetic sense, we can make a 

"tapping box" by cutting a hole in a cardboard box. A sack can serve the 

same purpose. We place inside the box several objects made of different 

materials. The child must identify the chosen object. The children can 

look at all the objects before they are put in the box. 

For the development of sight, we can put, on a tray, objects that 

give the same sensation to the touch, but they look a bit different (for 

example, colored pencils, cups with and without a drawing pattern). We 

choose a child to look at them carefully, then close their eyes and 

choose an object from the tray. Can he describe it? If necessary, we can 

guide him with questions: is it big or small? Soft or strong? Does it 

have any drawing, or is there nothing on it? After the child completes 

his description, he opens his eyes and looks back at the object. 

For the development of hearing, we can create different sounds 

and noises, using simple means, such as a pencil falling on the floor, a 

spoon in a glass, opening and closing the door, whistling. The children, 

with their eyes closed, must guess what the sound was, what caused it. 

We can do weather-related experiments: a weather map can be 

made of a piece of cardboard on which there are glued or drawn 

pictures representing: the sun, the wind, the clouds, the rain, and the 
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snow. In the center of the map we attach an indicator that children can 

move to indicate the drawing representing the weather of that day. 

In many areas, people collect rainwater for different purposes. 

We can make a scientific study, with the children, to determine, in the 

rainy season, how much rain falls every day of the week. Take seven 

jars of equal size and put them a label with the name of each day of the 

week. We put them outside and we let open only the jar of the day in 

progress, the others remaining covered. The following morning, 

children can look in the jar to see how much rain it is, if, of course, it 

rained the previous day. It continues the same for all the days of the 

week and on the last day the children align the jars and compare the 

amount of rain that fell every day. 

We can talk to kids about daytime temperature changes. What is 

the warmest part of the day? When is the Sun just above your head? 

How is the temperature when the sun sets? Here the activity can be 

transferred to other subjects of the curriculum. What kind of clothes do 

people wear when the weather is warm? But when it's cold? If we have 

a wall thermometer, we can demonstrate how the temperature looks 

like. For preschoolers, we can invent a thermometer with the help of a 

zipper. Attach the zipper to a cardboard or cloth. When the weather is 

warm, the children close the zipper and "the degrees  go up", in cold 

weather, they open it and "the degrees go down". Along the zipper you 

can draw gradations with corresponding numbers. It is fun for the child 

to feel like an expert and to forecast the weather looking at the clouds. 
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We can teach the children to recognize the different types of clouds 

they can see in the sky, especially the difference between dark clouds, 

of rain, and white fluffy ones, which represent the serene weather. 

The air is around us everywhere, but because it's invisible, it's a 

hard-to-understand the notion at 6 years old. We can make some simple 

experiments with the kids to show them the air: we start a game with 

ordinary color balloons; we can blow soap bubbles that are filled with 

air and which float in the air. 

When math is taught, the child is asked to engage in an abstract 

thought. He is asked to see relations between objects and events: to 

group, to sort, to classify. Many such experiences form the basis of later 

understanding of geometry. At this age, children perceive the physical 

properties of objects. Just as the child has many experiences in time and 

space, he acquires a knowledge of the physical world, the objects 

around him. 

We wanted to highlight the multitude of information that the 

six-year-old preschool comes into contact with, using his three 

sensibilities: hearing, seeing and touching. Working with the child is 

really an adventure for both for the teacher/ parent and the child. A 

guiding principle for each of us should be: "Let's see how many ways I 

can find to prepare the child for knowledge." Practically, the limit in 

pursuing this principle is only indicated by the limits of our 

imagination. So, it is up to us, adults, to stimulate each child's native 

potential, to develop it. 
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Concerning the application of VAK in pre-school education at 

the age of 6 years, we can say that the difficulties, caused by the 

insufficient cognitive and sensory development characteristic to  the 

previous stages,  can disappear, the child being receptive to everything 

new, succeeding in translating them into new learning situations. 
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EARLY STEM AND VAK 
 

STEM (meaning science, technology, engineering, math) is 21st 

century answer for demand of Nature Science development and 

competencies based education. One of the first question when STEM 

education is presented is – which age can it be addressed? There is no 

clear scientifically proved evidences but our preschool has set that it is 

never too early to start STEM education activities, because these 

activities relates to natural exploring and observation skills. Our 

preschool starts STEM activities through nature exploring outdoors 

because it gives possibility to learn in environment appropriate for kids 

needs and prvides more fun in learning process. 

First of all it is necessary to clarify that STEM in concept of 

learning and not the type of learning activities. STEM activities will 

never be long-term successful if there will be given experiments tool 

box or counting toys. The concept idea is that there are related sciences 

that allows to understand content through more holistic and related way 

Competencies based education sets that lerner is the centre of learning 

process and he experiences, relates different knowledge, makes 

decisions. Through this concept it is also necessary to remember that 

learners learn in different ways. So not only content needs to be 

reorganized from topics to integrated but also learning forms should be 

adapted to learners needs.  
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STEM learning disciplines context by Boston Children Museum 

 

 

STEM is cross-contextual learning. For example counting bugs 

on flower can be developed with discussion what harm bugs brings to 

flowers and this leads to cross-contextual Maths and Environment 

knowledge development.STEM concept also allows to develop skills of 

learner that can be used in different approaches but only learner decides 

which skill or competence he uses for solving learning activity. 

Science involves 
observing and 

experimenting, making 
predictions, sharing 
discoveries, asking 

questions, and 
wondering how things 

work.

Technology is  using 
tools, being inventive, 
identifying problems, 

and making things 
work

Engineering is solving 
problems, using a 

variety of materials, 
designing and creating, 

and building things 
that work.

Math is sequencing (1, 
2, 3, 4…),  patterning 
(1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2…), and 

exploring shapes 
(triangle, square, 

circle), volume (holds 
more or less), and size 

(bigger, less than)
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Early STEM in not the theory about complex learning content. 

Firsly it is about learning ability development and our preschool sets 

learning values of this process as allowing learner be active, be 

resposible to be independant in learning process and be interested in 

learning activity. Preschoolers age is the best one for developing these 

learners qualities because they have natural curiosity that needs to be 

fullfilled. 

One of the most important issues in STEM learning process is to 

to use thwo basic questions - “What?” and “Why?”. WHAT questions 

STEM LEARNER

Stimulates 
investigations

Tests ideas

Shares 
arguments

Makes 
comparisons

Identifies 
objects

Observes 
objects
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allows to observe different proceses together (for example – what are 

bugs doing on this flower) and allows to communicate among learning 

participants about observations. WHY is more complex question that 

can be used already when certain activities have been observed – it 

encourages children to make their own judgements. 

STEM integrated learning activities based on learning styles 

(VAK) should reach 4 main learning goals: 

1. Knowledge / understanding; 

2. Skills; 

3. Dispositions; 

4. Feelings. 

Competencies based learning process for STEM 

 

•Integrated STEM 
learning

•Target to observe 
and explore

Content

•Visual

•Auditory

•Kinesthetic

Learning Style
•Knowledge

•Skills

•Dispositions

•Feelings

Result
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What to remember in STEM learning activities outdoors 

regarding plants or animals?  

Kids with visual learning style predominant, by having direct 

contact with plants around them, can describe (color, size, shape), 

identify parts, can deduct their role, can notice the influence of 

environmental factors on plants.  

Children with kinesthetic learning style predominant use the 

sense of touch (to specify roughness, thickness, consistency), smell (to 

specify flowers or fruit smell), taste (to recognize the taste of fruit and 

vegetables). In order to adopt an attitude of respect for the environment, 

they can plant different plants, under the supervision of the educator.  

Children with auditory learning style predominant verbalise 

observations and conclusions made during activities. As a form of 

organization, the educator works most often directly one – to - one, but 

also in groups. Themes that relate to the environment are preferred by 

children, as it can be achieved through direct contact with the objects 

and animal. 

Children with visual learning style predominant depict parts of 

the animal (color, shape, number, size), name external components, 

compare two or more animals. Children with auditory learning style 

predominant, recognize the sound produced by an animal, they can 

specify different cubs, classify them according to different criteria. 

Children with predominantly kinesthetic learning style reconstruct the 
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animal body from different puzzle pieces, imitate or recognize actions 

performed by animals. 

STEM learning activities related to Water, Air, Soil can be 

addressed interdisciplinary. Water can be studied in terms of physical 

properties: different substances can be dissolved in it, it has density, it is 

important for plants and animals etc. 

It can perform experiments on air characteristics: density, 

compression, physical properties, hot-cold air, its importance for plants 

and animals, etc. Materials are available to everyone; it can work 

individually or frontal, the experiment method can be twinned with 

observation (visual and kinesthetic styles) and discussions with learners 

or explanation (auditory style). 

Acquiring knowledge about nature is achieved by direct contact, 

direct and organized, using objects and phenomena in the immediate 

environment, so that, on this basis, to achieve knowledge about more 

distant environmental and general phenomena. The educator can 

perform such experiments to highlight: the state of motion or rest, 

falling bodies, electrical simple circuits, state of plastic or elastic 

deformation, production and capture sounds, density, materials that are 

made bodies, the movement of the planets, the sequence of days and 

nights, the importance of the sense organs, the importance of friction, 

the formation of precipitation, the water cycle, the rainbow formation 

etc. 
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In conclusion, the use of the experiment in STEM learning, 

tailored to the three dominant learning styles, leads to optimization of 

learning and contributes to stimulating preschool environment interests. 
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LET’S DO! 

SET OF PRACTICAL STEM LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR 

HOME ENVIRONMENT 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 YEARS  DEW AND BREATHING  
HERBAGE 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Transpiration can be 
realized only in sunny 
weather outdoors by 
putting of tree branch 
plastic bag. 
Bag is tied up with 
string and left for 15 – 
20 minutes. 
 

To come to conclusion 
that every plant is live 
object and produces 
oxygen 

Plastic bag 
String 
Timer 
 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
Take plastic bag and 

put on branches 
outdoors. 

 
Herbage allows to 

provide oxygen that 
is necessary for 

humāns daily life. 

 

 
 

 
Fix the plastic bag 

with string. Discuss if 
hergabe are alive 
and how it can be 

observed (growing, 
changes in color, 

watering). 
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Observe if plastic bag 

is covered by dew 
and ask child to tell 
what might be the 

reasons of it.  
 

 

  
Take off plastic bag 

and discuss what are 
actions to protect 

trees in 
environment. 

Discuss if child has 
been in forest and 
what observations 
they have about 

forests.  
 

 
Forests very often 
are cut due to it’s 

valuable woods and 
necessity to use land 

for agrigulture or 
development. 

Therefore it has 
direct impact to 

climate and weather 
all around the world. 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 ROTTING 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Rotting can be done in 
sunny weather or by 
having electric light 
close to object. 
The objects are placed 
on plate and left for 
rotting process for 
week.  
 
 

To find out that every 
alive object has it’s 
cycle of life and the 
producēt can be used 
in different stages of 
this cycle. 

3 glass plates 
Apple peel 
Banana skin 
Potato parings 
Knife 
 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 

 
 

 
 

 
Safety first – to avoid 

unsecure actions 
provide your children 
with suitable tools for 

his age 

 
Every product has it’s 
life cycle and actions 
with objects can be 

used also for discussion 
of mortality – often 
current in this age 

 

 

 

 
Let’s peel banana. 

Discuss with child what 
charaterizes banana 

(color, soft skin, taste) 
Put the skin on plate in 

sun. 
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Let’s peel potatoe. 

Discuss with child what 
are differences if 

compared with banana 
(thick skin, color, hard 

to peel) 
Put the parings on plate 

in sun. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Discuss what has 
happened already with 

banana skin  
 

 
It is also possible to 
discuss that outdoor 

environment and 
indoor environment 
can couse different 

oxydation and rotting 
process. 

Also humidity can 
significantly change 

results. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Let’s peel appple. 
Discuss with child 

which product was the 
most easy to peel. 

Discuss also color and 
characteristics of apple. 
Put the skin on plate in 

sun. 
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After day an after week 
observe the result. Ask 

your child to explain 
what has happened. 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 CREATING PRODUCTION 
PROCESS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Through production 
process training child 
gains the first 
impressions about 
the time and actions 
in time. LEGO blocks 
used in training 
provides skills of 
immagination and 
repeated actions. 

To determine that 
organization and 
planning of process 
impacts the time the 
task can be made. 

LEGO blocks 
Clock 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
Discuss what figures 
child can create with 
blocks. Ask child to 

build a figure from 5 
blocks. 
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Try with child to 
rebuid the same 

figure from blocks 
and discuss if it 

differs from prevoius. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Show the clock to 

child and ask him to 
characterize the 

clock. Try how long it 
takes to set time – 1 

minute. 

 
In early age it is not 
necessary to know 
exact functions of 

clock but it allows to 
determine if time – 
short or long time.  

 

 

 
 

 
Try to build figures as 

sample in  one 
minute. Discuss how 

many figures are 
built. 
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Take one more try 
and discuss if child 

has built more 
figures than in 
previous try. 

 

 
 

  
Discuss that 

repeated actions 
allow us to gain skills 

to work faster and 
that is the core 
competence in 

production. 
Discuss if child can 
realize in real life 

production proceses 
(agriculture, 

employment factors) 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 YEARS  BUGS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observation and 
evaluation of tree 
conditions to evaluate if 
bugs are dangerous to 
environment. 

To observe different 
herbage and 
determine if it has any 
damage caused by 
bugs.  

Herbage 
Bugs 
Magnifying glass 
 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 

 

 
 
 

 
Use two leaves – one 

healthy and one 
damaged – for 

observations of their 
condition. 

 

 

 
 

 
Discuss what are 

diferences and how 
bugs have inluenced 

leaves. Use 
magnifying glass. 

 
 

 
Hot weather raises 
population of bugs 

into environment. It 
may harm expected 

harvest. 
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Observe trees and 

bushes in yard. 
Discuss if there are 

seen bugs and ants on 
them. If possible 

discuss diferences 
among bugs. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Discuss which trees 

more are damaged by 
bugs and why. Try 

with children to draw 
seen bugs or insects.  
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 WIND GENERATORS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Exploring new 
constructions and 
impact of different 
strength to these 
constructions allows to 
find consequences. 

To observe what 
features influence 
speed of wind 
generator and examine 
which provides the 
most effectiveness. 

3 sheets of paper (A4) 
3 pencils with rubber of 
top or sticks with 
rubber 
3 paper clips 
Scissors 
Pencil 
Glue pencil 
Scotch 
Fan 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 
 

 
 

 
Child uses paper 
sheets to create 

wind mills or 
generators. 

Allow child to 
decorate or create 
his own designed 

generators.  

 

 

 

When wings are 
ready child adds 
created wings to 

pencil or stick with 
rubber. Using paper 
clips allows wings to 

move. 
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Child creates two 

more wind 
generators for 
observation. 

Discuss if child has 
seen in nature wind 

generators. 
 

 
Wind generators are 

mostly used as 
alternative energy 

supply equipment. It 
is important that this 

energy is safe for 
society. Mostly used 
in countries nearby 
open seas or oceans 
still generators are 
very effective every 
environemnt – the 

only necessary issue 
is the wind.  

 

 
 
 

 

 
Use outdoor 

environment or fan 
to explore which 

type of wind 
generator moves 

fastest. Discuss what 
are basic features 
that may influence 

these diferences 
among generators.  
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 YEARS  BUILDINGS AND 
STORMS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observations of 
different power impact 
to constructions and 
stability. 
Exploring more stable 
constructions. 

To test 2 building 
types and observe 
which buildings are 
more strong and what 
features influence that 

2 sheets of carton 
Box 
Scissors 
Hot glue 
Double-sided scotch 
Glue gun 
Pencil 
Fan or watering-can 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
Create with child 
sample buildings 
from paper. Use 
hardened paper, 

sticks or straws and 
scotch. 

 

 

 
 

 
Try the stability of 

buildings by 
blowing to it. 

Discuss how often 
wind is in your 

region and what 
impact it leaves to 

buildings. 
 

 
Wind is commonly in 

Scandinavia and 
Northen Europe 
widely used as 

source of alternative 
energy.  
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Put the constructed 

building in boxes. Take 
watering-can and pour 

on it water.  
Observe which one 

building is more 
stable.  

 

 
 

 

 
Discuss what features 
should have buildings 

to be more stable. 
Discuss what harm 

can make storms and 
has child observed the 

storm previously. 
 

 
Each year storms all 

around world becomes 
more harmful. It 
influences also 

buildings therefore 
usually more attention 
is attained for warming 

and strenghtening 
buildings.  
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 YEARS  CREATING SNOW 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observation of 
humidity, liquid impact 
to materials and relating 
materials to 
environemental weather 
conditions 

To discuss what 
characteristics snow has 
and process of decreass 
of snow in environment 

Bowl 
Polymer (baby 
pampers ingredients) 
Measuring cup 
Water 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
Use the polymers 

 
Polymers are 
hazardous for 

nature, process of 
utilization plastic 

products 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Put with child 

polymer, ask to 
characterize the color 

and shape of 
material.  

 
Snow is related to 

water, water 
lifecycle 
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Add to polymers 

water. Try different 
amount and humidity 

of substance. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Discuss with children 

different 
characteristics of 

snow and 
snowflakes. 

 
Crumbly snow 

cannot be made in 
snow balls 

  
Discuss actions that 
are done in winter – 
leisure, sports. Tell 
child what happens 
with trees and grass 
during winter and 

why snow has great 
importance to 

provide sustainable 
environment . 

 

 
Historically snow 

becomes less each 
year, becoming 

warmer 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 WATER 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observation of certain 
objects in contact 
with water and their 
ability to float. 

Discussing the 
characteristics of the 
objects and their ability 
to float. 

Oranges 
Water jar 
Plasticine 
 
 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The parent prepares the 
materials (oranges, 

water bowl, plasticine). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Place in a bowl of water 
2 oranges (one with the 
peel, the other with no 

peel). 
 

Although they are 
similar, the effect is 

different 
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It is noticed that the 
orange with the peel 

floats, the one without 
the peel sinks. 

 
The orange peel has 

holes filled with air, the 
air is light and it raises 

the orange to the 
surface of the water 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
The child, together with 
the parent, molds from 
a piece of plasticine - a 

ball (a sphere), and 
from another piece - a 

boat. 

 
The same material, but 
with different effects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The objects modeled 
are placed in a water 
bowl (the boat floats, 

the ball sinks) 

 
The boat floats because 

it contains air (it is 
"loaded" with air), the 
air is lighter than water 
and keeps the boat on 

the surface 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 LIQUIDS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Making combinations 
of water and other 
liquids. 

Discussing how to make 
mixtures and their 
characteristics. 

Glasses 
Painting brush 
Watercolor 
Sugar 
Sand 
Water 
Spirit 
Oil 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
In a water container, 

the child moistens the 
brush, and then puts it 
in the watercolor and 

then back into the 
glass of water. 

 
The water mixed with 

the watercolour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
A teaspoon of sugar, 
respectively   sand, is 
placed in two glasses 
of water. Mix in both 

glasses. 

 
The sugar mixes with 

the water, but the sand 
does not mix with the 

water 
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Pour spirits, 

respectively  oil, in 
two glasses of water. 
Mix in both glasses. 

 
Some bodies mix with 
water, others do not 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 YEARS  OPTICAL ILUSIONS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Perform experiments 
showing that the 
perception of an image 
may be wrong. 

The effect of optical 
illusion on the human 
brain. 

Glass of water 
Juice straw 
Transparent water bowl 
Marker. 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pour in a glass about 
3/4 of water, place a 

straw in the glass, set it 
upright and see how 
the straw looks like 

inside the glass. 
 

 
The brain sees the real 

image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Let the straw rest on 

the glass and it will be 
noticed that the straw 

now seems broken. 
 

 
The straw seems to be 
broken because of the 

reflection of light at the 
interface between water 

and air 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
On the bottom of a 

bowl, the parent writes 
the figures from 1 to 5. 

 
The child sees the 

figures written on the 
bottom of the glass bowl 
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The child moves away 

from the bowl (until he 
no longer sees the 

written figures), the 
parent pours water into 

the bowl, the figures 
are visible and seem to 

float. 

 
When water was added 
to the bowl, light was 
deflected - the ray of 

light scattered upward 
by the writing changed 

its direction, thus 
reaching to the eye (the 

reflection of light) 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 CLOUDS AND RAIN 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Fill a glass with three 
quarters of water and 
add shaving foam to 
form clouds. Then, 
with the help of a 
painting brush, the 
child splashes drops of 
blue watercolor over 
the glass. It is noticed 
that the drops of 
"rain" fall on the 
bottom of the glass 
like the rain on Earth. 
 

To observe the 
phenomenon of rain 

A glass of water 
Blue watercolor 
Shaving cream 
Painting brush 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The parent fills a glass 

of water three-quarters 
and shaving foam is 

added to form clouds. 
 

 
The clouds are white 

and fluffy 
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The child splashes, with 
a brush, over the glass 

splashes of blue 
watercolor. 

 

 
The water appears to be 

blue 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“Rain” drops fall on the 
bottom of the glass like 

the rain on Earth. 

 
The importance of rain 

on nature 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 COLORS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Prepare a basket with: 
sheets of carton on 
which apples of 
different sizes (large, 
medium and small) 
are drawn, scissors, 
glue and sheets of 
colored paper. The 
parent, together with 
the child, cuts the 
apples, and then sorts 
them by size and 
color. The child, with 
the help of his parent, 
glues in ascending 
order the apples (from 
small to big) to a sheet 
of A4 paper, and then 
descending (from big 
to small), respecting 
the color. 

Characterization of 
objects and their ordering 
by size and color. 

 

Paper sheets of 
different colors 
Scissors 
Glue 
Baskets 
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STEP-BY-STEP 

 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The child receives a 
basket with: colored 

paper sheets on which 
there are drawn 

apples of different 
sizes (large, medium 
and small), scissors 

and glue. 
 

 
The intuition of the 

materials he will work 
with 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The paper, together 

with the child, will cut 
the apples. 

 
Kinesthetic skills (he 
must work with his 

fingers) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The apples are sorted 

by color 

 
Color recognition 
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The apples are 

ordered by size. 

 
Recognition of sizes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The child, with the 
help of his parent, 

sticks the apples on a 
sheet of A4 paper, 

respecting the color: 
 *** ascending (from 

small to large); 
 ***decreasing (from 

large to small). 
 

 
The logical connections  
are made - things can 

be different 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 volcans 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

The parent prepares a 
transparent bowl, 
plasticine, red food 
dye, baking powder 
and vinegar. The child, 
under the supervision 
of the parent, puts a 
spoonful of baking 
powder and a few 
drops of food dye in 
the transparent bowl, 
then shapes the 
plasticine on the 
transparent vessel in a 
way that resembles a 
volcano, at the end he 
pours a small amount 
of vinegar to make a 
foam similar to the 
volcano lava. 

Making a volcanic 
"eruption". 

Transparent vessel 
Plasticine 
Food dye 
Baking powder 
Vinegar 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO KNOW 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The child shapes the 
plasticine on the 

transparent vessel in a 
way that resembles a 

volcano. 
The parent prepares 

the materials. 

In nature, materials are 
different 
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The child, under the 
supervision of the 

parent, puts a spoon 
of baking powder and 
a few drops of dye in 
the transparent bowl. 

 
Baking powder 

dissolves 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
The volcano is observed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pour a small amount 
of vinegar to make 
foam similar to the 

volcano lava. 

 
We can see the 
phenomenon of 

"volcanic eruption" 
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AGE GROUP 3 – 5 
YEARS 

 WATER OBSERVATIONS 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observation of water 
in various stages - solid 
and liquid. 

Discussing the 
characteristics of water 
when it is frozen and its 
changes. 
 

Bottles 
Ice forms 
Water 
Refrigerator 
Water bowl 

 

 

STEP-BY-STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
Fill a bottle and ice 
forms with water. 

 
The water takes the 
form of the vessel in 

which it is located 

 
 
 

 
These dishes are 

placed in the freezer. 

 
The water takes a 

solid form 
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The parent prepares a 
bowl of water in which 

he will put the ice. 

 
The ice floats until it 

melts 

 

 
 

 
The child removes the 
bottle of water from 
the freezer and notes 
what happened to the 

bottle 

 
The child observes 
that the bottle of 

water has become 
bigger 

 

 
 

 
The changes of the 
water (liquid and 

solid) are discussed 
 

 
The ice becomes 

liquid again when it 
melts 
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AGE GROUP 3-5 YEARS  BREAKING OF LIGHT 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

While the light rays are 
passing from the 
transparent environment 
to another 
environment,they should 
change direction. 

To be able to observe 
the way while the light 
rays are passing 
through different 
transparent 
environments. 

A transparent glass jar 
Water 
A stick (or a pencil) 

 

STEP BY STEP 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

  
The jar is filled with 

water. 

 
The aim to use water 

is to be able to 
observe the objects 

more clearly. 
 

 

  

 
The stick is examined 

behind the jar and  
observed how it looks. 

 
The image of the 

object behind the jar 
does not undergo a 

change. 

  
The stick is immersed 
into the jar with full of 
water and observed. 

 
When an object is put 
into water,we see it 
closer and shorter 

than it is. 
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The stick in water is 

observed as broken. The 
light that comes to our 

eye from the water  
shows the stick as 

broken.In fact, the one 
which is broken is itself 

of the light. The light 
changes its direction 
while passing to air 

from water. 
 

 
Breaking means that  

density of light 
changes the direction 

while passing in 
different 

environment. 
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AGE GROUP 3-5 YEARS  HOW DOES THE 
COOLING AIR SHRINK? 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observation of cold 
and warm object 
interaction and finding 
cooling temperatures. 

To be able to observe 
that the cooling air 
shrinks. 

A plastic bag, 
ice molds, 
an empty bottle 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
Ice molds taken out of 

the freezer  are put 
into the plastic 

bag,broken and made 
smaller by hitting with 

a hard material. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Small ice pieces are 

dumped into an 
empty plastic bottle. 

 

 
Ice particles provide 

shrinkage. 

 

 
 
 

 
Ice pieces in the 
plastic bottle are 

shaken. 

 
Cool air wave is 

created in the plastic 
bottle by being 

shaken of ice pieces. 
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The shaken bottle is 

put onto the table and 
waited. 

 

 
It is waited to be 

spreaded out of the 
cool air wave being 

created in the bottle. 

 

 
 

 
After a while, the air 

inside the bottle 
shrinks and gets 

smaller by the effect 
of cooling down. 

 

 
Collapse is provided 
inward the sides of 

the bottle. 
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AGE GROUP 3-5 YEARS  ELECTRIFICATION 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Investigation of 
electrification process 

To do observation how 
electrification occurs 

A plastic stick or a pipette 
woolen fabric or rope 
paper pieces 
 

 

STEP BY STEP 

 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
Paper pieces,woolen 
rope and the plastic 
stick are prepared. 

 

 
Push and pull 

interactions between 
objects are related to 

the event 
‘electrification’. 

 

 
 

 
Paper pieces are left 

untidily onto the table. 
 

 
The objects loaded  

with the same kind of 
loads push each 

others.The ones with 
opposite loads pull 

each others. 
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The paper pieces are 

touched by the plastic 
stick. 

 

 
The same kinds of 

electical loads push 
each others. 

 

 
 

 
Then the plastic stick is 

rubbed onto the 
woolen rope. 

 

 
The load on the 

EBONIT (plastical) bar 
is negative (-) in the 
case of the electric 
load caused by the 

friction of the objects 
with the woollen 

rope. 

 

 
 

 
Next it is touched onto 

the papers and the 
difference is 
understood. 

 

 
Different electrical 

loads pull each 
others.Namely,the 
difference of load 
amount between 
objects and also 
electrical power 
increases; as the 

distance between 
them increases, the 
electrical power also 

decreases. 
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AGE GROUP 3-5 
YEARS 

 FINGER PRINT 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observing biological 
fingerprints. 

Determine differences 
in fingerprints 

A magnifying glass,  
an ink pad,  
ink,             
a white paper 

 

STEP BY STEP 

 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO    
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
What are necessary? 
A magnifying glass, 

an ink pad, ink, 
white paper 

 

 

 

 
Let’s pour some  

ink onto the ink pad. 

 
Let’s be careful about 

the ink pad is wet. 
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Let’s push our thumb 
down on the ink pad 

well. 
Then,let’s push our 

thumb down onto the 
white paper without 

turning it right or left. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Next let’s fingerprint of 

our mother. 

 
 

  
Then let’s fingerprint of 

our father. 
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Let’s examine all the 
finger prints by the 
magnifying glass. 

 
Although our 

fingerprints look like 
our parents’, in fact it 
is seen there are a lot 

of differences. 
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AGE GROUP 3-5 YEARS  HOW TO BREATHE 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

To determine breathing 
process and relation to 
lungs. 

To observe the 
changings in our lungs 
while breathing 

2  thick and thin  
plastic pipes or 
pipettes with the 
length of 15-20 cm 
2 balloons 

 

STEP BY STEP 

 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS 
 

NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Let’s place the 

necessary materials 
for the experiment 

onto the table. 

 

 

 
Let’s pass two thin 
pipes through two 

thick pipes. 
Let’s fix the balloons 

in the end of the pipes 
and tie them tightly. 

 
 
 
 

 
Let’s fix the thin pipe 

through the thick pipe 
and check whether it 

takes air or not. 
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Let’s blow the 

balloons by taking 
strong breathe. 

 
What can the thing 
which fills into the 

balloons be? 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Let’s observe what 

kind of changings have 
happened on balloons 

when we have 
stopped to blow. 

Which organ of ours 
do the balloons look 

like? Let’s talk about it 
and discuss. 

 

 
What can cause that 

the balloons seem so? 
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AGE GROUP 3-5 YEARS  WHY IS THE PAPER NOT 
SOAKED? 

TASK AIM RESOURCES 

Observation of objects 
with water 

To be able to observe 
whether the paper is 
soaked or not 

A glass 
A paper 
Water 
Pot bigger than the glass 

                                                                                 

STEP BY STEP 

 

LET’S DO! SOME REMARKS NECESSARY TO 
KNOW 

 

 
 

  
The materials to be 
used are examined 

on the table. 
 

 

 
 

 
The paper is put into the 

glass. 
 

 
The function of the 

paper is to fill the air 
inside the glass. 

 

 

 
The glass with full of 

paper is immersed into 
water. 

 
When the glass is 

immersedinto water 
vertically, air cannot 
go out of the glass 
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The glass is taken out of 
water and observed not 

to be gotten wet. 

 
When the glass is 

immersed into 
water, air in the glass 
is stuck between the 
paper and water and 
prevents the paper 

to be soaked. 
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FEEDBACK FROM PARENTS  
 

       The teachers composed a learning activities precis  and conducted 

the activities in class. Thereafter copies of the precis were handed out 

to parents in order for them to conduct activities with their children at 

home. Conducting the learning activities was voluntary for parents. The 

parents were asked to give feedback about the results. The results of 

conducting learning activities by parents are stated below.  

       125 parents were involved, but only 46 of them were willing to 

conduct the activities at home. 

        Most of the parents were very happy with the activities. Parents 

stated that the children were very active and willingly participated in 

the activities. All members of the family were involved. All of the 

parents used three types of activities. Firstly visual – looking at 

pictures, reading fairy-tales, watching thematic cartoons or television 

programmes. Parents also used the Internet. Auditory tasks were 

listening to sounds, listening to recordings of fairy-tales, conversation. 

The kinesthetic part of the activities was doing arts and crafts. The 

topic was addressed creatively and was interesting.  

Difficulties that parents confronted in conducting the activity: 

- younger children (1.5- 3 year old) do not have sufficient 

language skills; 
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- organisational issues; 

- the children did not take parents seriously. 

 

Positive remarks by parents: 

- the activity was interesting; 

- the child was happy to participate in the activity conducted at 

home; 

- there were no difficulties in conducting the activity; 

- parents gained a lot of new information about their child; 

- they liked the active aspect of the activity. 
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AUTHORS 
 

Development Centre 4 Family is Latvia based experimental 

preschool in Riga which specializes in innovative teaching 

methodologies development related to integration of child care and 

child needs in learning process. Preschool mainly specializes in STEM 

integration into curricula and effective tools development for 

pedagogical work. Preschool has sucessfully integrated and developed 

previously social education programs to improve child integration in 

early child care system.  

Preschool has 3 groups of children in age from 1,5 up to 7 years 

and children are divided into groups based on their skills and needs.  

Preschool staff is not only implementing learning activities but 

also provides consultations and learning courses to other prechool 

specialists in field of integration of teaching methods. Preshool has 

close cooperation with other preschools in Latvia as ell as schools that 

allos to build long term development programs for appropriate child 

education process. 

 

Liceul Pedagogic „Ioan Popescu” is one of the oldest 

pedagogical school in Romania (1870), located in Bârlad,Vaslui County 

in the North-East region of Romania. It is the only pedagogical high 

school in the county, so their role in the community is very important.  
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School has 820 students, 120 in kindergarten and the rest (15-19 

years old), in the vocational (pedagogical, artistic & sport) and 

theoretical (philology) classes. The kindergarten is an application 

kindergarten, which means it supports teaching practice. The activities 

of the kindergarten are observed by the 9th and 10th grade pedagogical 

classes and the classes of instructors for extracurricular activities. They 

get to teach kindergarten activities in the 11th grade. The pedagogical 

students study to become educators and primary school teachers, so 

they relish learning from our 8 experienced, well-trained kindergarten 

educators. They have been chosen with great care, based on their 

expertise, by our psychologists and counsellors.  

The kindergarten’s very qualified and experienced kindergarten 

teachers permanently do various activities to answer the needs of our 

preschoolers, adapting the curricula to their particularities, the best they 

can. These educators were chosen by our psychologists and school 

counselors for their expertise and experience to best answer the needs of 

our preschoolers and students and to be professional role-models for our 

students doing their practice with them. 

 

Yalova pre-school was established in 2005.There are 12 

classrooms,one drama room, one English room, one Science laboratory, 

one Mental Games and Chess room, one sports hall, three dining rooms, 

one kitchen, one store, one archieve room, one headmaster room, one 

deputy headmaster room, one officer room and one early childhood 
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unit(0-36 months) in our school. There is a 500m2 garden.Vegetables 

and fruit can be planted in our garden and it has animal shelters and a 

sand pool. 

We have twelve teachers, a headmaster, a deputy haedmaster, an 

officer, three specialists who are responsible for the self care of the 

children,a cook and an assistant cook.  

Dual education is done in our school (morning-afternoon).We 

have children's club for working parents.The education time is between 

08.00-18.00. We have 70 4-year-old children and 150 5-year-old 

children. 

 

Preschool Paasuke is Estonian preschool situated in border ton 

Valga. It has specialization in language deep learning as it provides 

bilingual programs. Preschool is developing tools to provide effective 

learning process both for Estonian and Russian language learning kids.  

Special role in preschool activities is targeted to cooperation ith 

parents and outdoor activities. 

 


